
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS

EASTERN DIVISION

DWIGHT C. SAMUELS, individually and
on behalf and all others similarly situated,

Plaintiffs,

V. NO:

HSBC BANK NEVADA, N.A. and HSBC

CARD SERVICES, INC.

Defendants.

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

Plaintiff, Dwight C. Samuels, individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated

(the "Class" ), bring this class action against Defendants, HSBC Bank Nevada, N.A. and HSBC

Card Services, Inc. (collectively referred to as "HSBC" or the "Company" ) and alleges as

follows:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. Thi s proposed or putative class action stems from the illicit activities undertaken

by HSBC while marketing and selling products associated with their credit cards known as

"Personal Account Protection," "Personal Account Protection Elite," "Account Benefits,"

"Account Secure Plus" and other monikers that all offer similar coverage(hereinafter

collectively referred to as "Payment Protection").

2. Alth ough HSBC's Payment Protection is indistinguishable from a contract of

credit insurance, Payment Protection is not marketed or sold as insurance. HSBC does not

register Payment Protection with the Illinois Department of Insurance, thereby avoiding state



regulation.

3. HSB C v iolated the law not only through the sale of a product that should be — but

is not, due to its unlawful activities — subject to insurance regulations, but also by the deceptive

and misleading manner in which it offers the Payment Protection plan to consumers, and the

manner in which it administers claims for benefits by consumers.

4. HSB C v iolated Illinois' statutory and common law by charging consumers for the

form of enrollment, known as "slamming," which can be undertaken in a number of different

ways. However, every slamming victim was enrolled without their consent. That is, they did
1

not agree to contract with HSBC for Payment Protection and did not assent to pay for Payment

Protection, regardless of the terms and conditions of the plan.

5. HSB C markets and sells or charges for Payment Protection to those who either

did not want it or were not entitled to benefits from the service.

6. HSB C m arkets Payment Protection through direct mail and telemarketing. I t

represents Payment Protection as a service that suspends or cancels the required minimum

monthly payment due on the subscriber's credit card account and excuses the subscriber from

paying the monthly interest charge and the Payment Protection plan fee for a limited period of

time, preventing the account from becoming delinquent. HSBC's marketing for this product

claims that "[i]n good times and bad, we' ve got you covered."

7. Des p i te i t s s imple explanation for marketing purposes, HSBC's Payment

Protection plan is a dense maze of limitations, exclusions and restrictions, making it impossible

1 For a thorough explanation of how credit card companies "slam" customers with financial

products like Payment Protection, see the Complaint filed by the Minnesota Attorney General
against credit card issuer Discover Financial Services, attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

h: / /www. ersonalaccoun rotection.com/1/2/3/ roduct details howitworks, last viewed on

January 19, 2011.



for customers to determine what Payment Protection covers and whether it is a sound financial

choice.

8. HSB C does not make any effort to determine whether a subscriber is eligible for

Payment Protection benefits at the time of sale. As a consequence, HSBC bills thousands of

retired persons (many of whom are senior citizens), along with the unemployed, self-employed,

part-time or seasonal Illinois residents, as well as disabled individuals, for Payment Protection

coverage, even though their employment or health status prevents them from receiving benefits

under the plan.

9. F urther, HSBC does not make any effort to determine whether subscribers

become ineligible for Payment Protection benefits after the plan is sold. Accordingly, when

subscribers' employment or health statuses change, they will continue to pay for the product

even though they may no longer be eligible for benefits under the plan.

10. Up o n in formation and belief, HSBC requires customers to enroll for Payment

Protection coverage before it provides subscribers with the terms and conditions of the plan. It

then allegedly offers a 30-day window within which a subscriber may affirmatively cancel the

plan. By not adequately disclosing the terms of Payment Protection coverage to consumers

before they buy the product, HSBC violates the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act.

11. Da y s or weeks after the sale of Payment Protection, HSBC may in some instances

mail written material to the subscriber. Given the confusing way the written materials present

the terms and conditions of Payment Protection, it would be extremely difficult for a subscriber

to decipher those provisions.

12. In f a ct , HSBC includes in its marketing campaign the following: "[w]hen you

need this coverage, confusing paperwork is the last thing you need." Instead, it promotes the use



of its online and phone services to file claims.

13. How ever, HSBC has established its "customer service" support in such a way that

subscribers cannot easily cancel the plan or receive answers to benefit questions. I t h as

established its "claim filing" system such that subscribers cannot easily file claims or receive

benefits for filed claims.

14. HS B C does not refund Payment Protection premiums even after it has denied

subscribers claims for Payment Protection benefits, nor does it address subscribers' continued

obligations to pay the monthly fee for Payment Protection after a claim has been denied.

15. Pa y ment Protection is confusing as to when coverage is triggered, so restricted in

terms of the benefits it provides to subscribers, and processing claims is made so difficult by

HSBC, that the product is essentially worthless.

16. HS B C k n ows that for those subscribers who choose to pay for Payment

Protection, few will ever receive benefits under the plan and even for those that do, the amounts

paid in "premiums" will usually exceed any benefits paid out.

17. A s a result of its misleading and deceptive marketing and slamming practices in

connection with sales of Payment Protection, HSBC has increased its profits by many millions of

dollars, all thanks to a product which provides no benefits to thousands of Illinois residents who

are nevertheless charged for the product each month.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

18. Th i s Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to the Class Action Fairness

Act, 28 U.S.C. ) 1332(d) in that:

(a) This is a class action involving 100 or more class members,

(b) Plaintiff, a citizen of the State of I l l inois, is diverse in citizenship from
Defendants HSBC BANK NEVADA, INC. and HSBC CARD SERVICES, INC.

which are incorporated in Nevada and Maryland respectively.



19. Th i s case is properly maintainable as a class action pursuant to and in accordance

with Rule 23(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in that:

The class, which includes an unknown number of persons but certainly more than

100, is so numerous and geographically disperse so that joinder of all members is
impractical;

There are substantial questions of law and fact common to the class including

those set forth in greater particularity in Paragraph 86 herein;

This case is properly maintainable as a class action pursuant to Rule 23(b) of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, in that:

questions of law or fact enumerated below, which are all common of the

class, predominate over any questions of law or fact affecting only

individual members of the class;

a class action is superior to any other type of action for the fair and

efficient adjudication of the controversy;

the relief sought in this class action wil l ef fectively and efficiently

provide relief to all members of the class; and

there are no unusual difficulties foreseen in the management of this class

action.

20. The Court has personal jurisdiction over HSBC, which has at least minimum

contacts with the State of Illinois because it has conducted business there and has availed itself of

Illinois's markets through its promotion, sales, and marketing efforts.

21. Th i s Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the state law claims pursuant to 28

U.S.C. ) 1367.

22. V en ue is proper in this District, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ) 1391, because a

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims occurred within the District.



PARTIES

A. Plaintiff

23. Dwi ght C. Samuels ("Samuels") is a citizen of the State of Illinois, resides in this

District, and has maintained a credit card with HSBC for many years. That credit card had

AccountSecurePlus payment protection.

24. Since 2002, Samuels has had a Household Bank Mastercard credit card.

25. Fr o m January through June 2010, Samuels paid for Payment Protection, an

amount in the sum of $78.24. In early 2010, Samuels, while unemployed, continue to pay for

credit protection. He made a claim for benefits but the claim was denied as untimely. Samuels

then canceled the AccountSecurePlus protection coverage. Samuels then phoned defendant's

offices on several occasions and canceled the AccountSecurePlus. However, from June 25, 2010

through October 2010, Defendants unilaterally charged Samuels for AccountSecurePlus

continued to charge Samuels for AccountSecurePlus without any prior authorization, agreement

or consent, from Samuels.

26. Samuels complained about the charge for AccountSecurePlus protection coverage

terminated it and requested that the charges be reversed. A l though the AccountSecurePlus

protection coverage has stopped, all of the prior unauthorized charged were not reversed and

credited to Samuel's account. He was charged a total of $52.57 from June through October

2010. Then, on the November 2010 statement, Defendants reversed $22.78 charge which had

been made on the October 2010 statement.

B. Defendants

27. HS B C Bank Nevada, N.A., upon information and belief the issuer of Plaintiffs'

credit card accounts, is a national bank and a wholly owned subsidiary of HSBC HOLDINGS



PLC. Up o n information and belief, HSBC Bank Nevada, N.A. is a Nevada company with

principal places of business in Las Vegas, Nevada and New York City, New York.

28. HS B C Card Services, INC. is the U.S. consumer credit card segment of HSBC.

HSBC Card Sservices, INC., is a Maryland company with a principal place of business in

Illinois.

29. HS B C markets itself as "the world's local bank." HSBC serves over 100 million

personal customers and over three million commercial customers across its Customer Groups

and Global Businesses. It has around 8,000 offices in 88 countries and territories. Shares in

HSBC Holdings PLC are held by over 220,000 shareholders in 124 countries and territories.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

30. Payment Protection is self-described by HSBC as a non-insurance product.

HSBC has not registered or identified Payment Protection as an insurance product with the

Illinois Department of Insurance or other appropriate authorities.

31. How ever, upon information and belief, prior to developing and marketing

Payment Protection, HSBC did sel l c redit insurance products, which i t r egistered with

appropriate state authorities. HSBC's credit insurance products offered substantially the same

type of coverage as what is offered today as Payment Protection.'

32. Even though HSBC's previously-offered credit insurance products were nearly

indistinguishable from what is now offered as Payment Protection, HSBC does not designate

HSBC Holdings international holding company incorporated in England and Wales with a

principal place of business in London, England.

See h: / /www.hsbc.com/1/2/investor-relations/overview/fast-facts, last viewed on January 19,

2011.

' Upon information and belief, the same or a similar product as HSBC's Payment Protection plan

is marketed and sold in other countries, including the UK and Canada, but is still referred to as
"insurance" and subject to rules and regulations applicable to other forms of insurance.



Payment Protection an "insurance product" so it can avoid state regulation and charge higher

fees for the product.

33. Up o n in formation and belief, HSBC offers Payment Protection to all its credit

card customers, but aggressively markets this product to vulnerable Illinois consumers who fall

into the subprime credit category, or customers who have low credit limits because of impaired

credit ratings. Specifically, HSBC's Orchard Bank unit issues cards to consumers looking to

establish or re-establish their credit.

34. HS B C markets Payment Protection as a service that will safeguard subscribers'

credit card accounts by temporarily suspending the required minimum monthly credit card

payments due in certain highly restricted circumstances, or permanently canceling accounts in

other circumstances. In such circumstances, the subscribers are also not required to pay the

monthly interest charges or the Payment Protection plan fee for the month in question.

35. HSBC sells Payment Protection to consumers through a number of different

channels, including direct mail marketing, in which it may ask that consumers "check the box" to

initiate the plan, through telemarketing, where consumers may be asked to press a button on the

telephone to approve initiation of the plan, or through unilaterally imposing the Payment

Protection feature on consumers' credit cards.

36. HS B C effectively shifts its burden and duty of full disclosure prior to the sale to

the customer and requires subscribers to decipher the terms of the product after it has alread

d d «' « ' . « '* «' « 'd'

"Satisfaction Guaranteed; A full refund will be provided if you call to cancel within 30 days

from your enrollment date." I n f act, the obligation to cancel is affirmative, such that once

h: / /www. ersonalaccoun rotection.com/1/2/, last viewed on January 19, 2011.



enrollment is triggered, subscribers are billed for Payment Protection continuously unless some

affirmative step is taken to cancel the plan.

37. Su b scribers may later be provided with written materials from HSBC, including a

"congratulations" letter and a bro chure. The ma t erials i nclude an E l ection and

Acknowledgement Form for the subscribers' signatures. H o wever, the form states the

"[r]egardless of whether you send this form back to us, you are enrolled in [the plan]."

38. It i s v i r tually impossible for the subscriber to determine all of the exclusions and

limitations of Payment Protection, or the value of the product, based on what is provided.

39. Up o n information and belief, HSBC imposed charges for "Payment Protection"

upon Illinois consumers even though individual consumers did not request the product or clearly

assent to pay for the product in writing after getting the opportunity to review its governing

terms.

40. In so me instances, Payment Protection has been unilaterally imposed upon

consumers. In other instances, no written materials explaining the terms and conditions were

ever provided to subscribers. If Payment Protection is imposed and no written materials are

provided, the only way subscribers could ever know they have been enrolled in Payment

Protection and are being charged for this product is from noticing a line item fee listed on their

monthly credit card statements.

41. The terms of HSBC's Payment Protection scheme are varied, complicated and

always changing. However, all of the various plans provided for some form of payment

suspension upon the occurrence of the following events, as it defines the terms: Unemployment

and Leave of Absence.

42. Paym ent P r otection a lso p rov ides suspension for Te mporary or Per m anent



Disability.

43. Pay m ent Protection also provides suspension for a limited period of time upon

the occurrence of a Life Event, including marriage, child birth, adoption, college, a home move,

and other closely defined events.

44. Fin a l ly, Payment Protection provides cancellation in the event of Loss of Life.

45. The r estrictions, limitations and exclusions associated with these events that

trigger Payment Protection are expansive and constantly evolving.

46. The telephone marketing scripts and the written materials provided by HSBC are

incomplete, indecipherable, misleading and obfuscatory.

47. A s a n example of the misleading and obfuscatory language is HSBC's failure to

disclose that Payment Protection is actually akin to an insurance product. Despite this fact,

HSBC's marketing materials carefully avoid any use of the word "insurance." The materials

refer to "claims," which indicates that HSBC internally regards this as an insurance product. The

fees paid for Payment Protection by consumers are actually premiums.

48. A cc o rding to the written materials which are only provided after the subscriber

has already been enrolled in the plan, the following restrictions on Payment Protection are

imposed, but because they are in small print and in incomplete, indecipherable, misleading and

obfuscatory language, are not readily comprehensible to consumers:

a. Payment Protection benefits do not apply to persons self-employed or

not employed;

b. Paym ent Protection benefits do not apply to persons employed part

time or seasonally;

Payment Protection benefits do not apply to retired persons;

d. Paym ent Protection benefits do not apply for the first 30 days of
unemployment or disability;

10



e. Payment Protection benefits do not apply unless you initially qualify

for state unemployment benefits or have received an employer severance

agreement;

f. Paymen t Protection benefits are limited to 9 months for
"unemployment" and 18 months for "temporary disability;"

g. Payment Protection benefits do not apply unless you notify the

company within 180 days of the Event and provide Verification within 90 days

of notification.

h. Subs c r ibers cannot use their credit card for new purchases while

Payment Protection benefits are being provided;

l. Payme n t Protection coverage is limited to one benefit approval per

calendar year; and

j. Payment Protection benefits require monthly certification by a

physician for the duration of the injury or illness.

49. Upo n information and belief, HSBC is in possession of information, such as date

of birth and name of last employer, which would assist it in knowing whether a particular

cardholder is eligible for Payment Protection.

50. How ever, HSBC does not make any reasonable effort and does not undertake any

investigation, including review of information in its possession regarding the cardholder, to

determine if Payment Protection coverage would apply to the cardholder. Accordingly, HSBC

engages in marketing to enroll individuals in Payment Protection even when it has information in

its possession indicating that the product may have limited or no value to the consumer.

51. HS B C acknowledges that some subscribers are per se ineligible to receive

Payment Protection benefits:

There are eligibility requirements, conditions and exclusions that

could prevent you from receiving benefits under [the plan]. You

should read the terms and conditions for a full explanation of [the

plan].

h: / /www. ersonalaccoun rotection.com/1/2/, last viewed on January 19, 2011.

11



Nevertheless, HSBC still sells these products to its customers.

52. For i n stance, Illinois retired persons, many of whom are senior citizens, are

charged for this product even though they are categorically excluded from receiving most or all

of the benefits under the plan. In fact, HSBC does not even ask customers whether they are

retired.

53. Sim i larly, the benefits offered to self-employed persons are limited, but HSBC

nevertheless fails to affirmatively inform self-employed persons of the limitations in benefits

when they are enrolled. In fact, HSBC does not even ask customers whether they are self

employed.

54. Fur ther, part-time or seasonal workers are also limited or categorically excluded

from receiving benefits. To qualify for benefits, one needs to work at least 30 hours a week in

employment considered to be permanent. H owever, HSBC does not make any effort to

investigate whether Illinois consumers that pay for Payment Protection are part-time or seasonal.

These terms are not adequately communicated or defined in any HSBC materials.

55. Fin a l ly, benefits are unavailable or limited for disabled persons, but HSBC fails to

affirmatively inform these individuals of the limitations in benefits when they are enrolled. In

fact, HSBC does not even ask customers whether they are disabled.

56. The cost of Payment Protection is a monthly charge of $1.35 per $100 of a

subscriber's month-ending credit card balance.

57. For example, if a HSBC credit card customer has a balance on a covered account

of $10,000, as a Payment Protection subscriber, the customer owes HSBC $135.00 that month

just for Payment Protection coverage.

This is the cost for the "Personal Account Protection Elite" Payment Protection plan.

12



58. Pa y ment Protection also provides the added benefit to HSBC of l owering

available credit to its subscribers through the imposition of this additional fee. Further, the

imposition of the fee creates a cycle of profitability for HSBC, in that the fee itself increases

subscribers' monthly credit balances, which in turn increases Payment Protection fees in

upcoming months.

59. "Customer service" is available for HSBC's Payment Protection subscribers. To

access customer service, subscribers can call a toll free number or send mail to a P.O. Box in

Bridgewater, New Jersey. According to HSBC marketing, "[w]hen you need this coverage,

confusing paperwork is the last thing you need."

60. Up o n i n formation and belief, employees at HSBC's Payment Protection call

center are trained to assist subscribers with al l questions, including inquiries concerning

canceling memberships, plan benefits and filing claims.

61. HS B C has established its customer service system in such a way that it is difficult

for subscribers to cancel Payment Protection, to get detailed information about claim benefits or

restrictions, or to file claims.

62. Fo r example, upon information and belief, employees at HSBC's call center are

given authority to deny claims immediately over the phone, but do not have authority to approve

claimants to receive benefits in the same manner.

63. Further, when claims for Payment Protection benefits are denied, HSBC has not

implemented a process through which subscribers' Payment Protection premiums are refunded,

even if the subscribers are deemed to be per se ineligible for Payment Protection benefits. In

fact, if subscribers are denied Payment Protection benefits, HSBC neither affirmatively removes

subscribers from Payment Protection enrollment going forward, nor is it HSBC's policy to

13



inform subscribers of their continued obligations pay for Payment Protection even though they

have been deemed to be ineligible for benefits.

64. Pa y ment Protection is a profit center for HSBC and serves the Company's interest

in generating fee income, to the detriment of its most vulnerable customers.

65. Although heralded as coverage designed for a subscriber's peace of mind and for

use when times get tough, the Payment Protection device is designed to prey on the financially

insecure and is virtually worthless because of the numerous restrictions that are imposed,

because of the exclusions of benefits, and because of the administrative and bureaucratic hurdles

that are placed in the way of Ill inois subscribers who attempt to secure payments from HSBC

under Payment Protection coverage.

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

66. Pla int iff brings this action on their own behalf and on behalf of a class of all other

persons similarly situated (the "Class" ), pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure.

67. Pla int if f br ings this action as class representative to recover damages and/or

refunds from HSBC for consumer fraud as expressly defined in Illinois Consumer Fraud Act,

injunctive relief and declaratory judgment, and unjust enrichment.

68. Th i s action satisfies the numerosity, commonality, typicality, adequacy,

predominance, and superiority requirements of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 23(a)

and (b).

69. Pla int iff seeks certification of a class comprised of the following:

All citizens of the State of Illinois who paid for Payment Protection (" Payment

Protection Subscribers") at all times the product was sold.

70. Pla int if f seeks certification of the fo l lowing subset class comprised of the

14



following Illinois citizens and consumers:

All citizens of the State of Il l inois who were not eligible for full benefits, or

whose eligibility for benefits were limited by express exclusions, including but

not limited to those Payment Protection subscribers who were retired, self
employed or part time or seasonal workers, or were disabled, either at the time

that they were solicited for and made payments to HSBC for Payment Protection,

or any time thereafter while continuing to pay for Payment Protection.

71. Excluded from the Class are:

a. Defe ndants and any entities in which Defendants have a controlling
interest;

b. A ny e n t i t ies in which Defendants' officers, directors, or employees are

employed and any of the legal representatives, heirs, successors or

assigns of Defendants;

c. The Judge to whom this case is assigned and any member of the Judge' s

immediate family and any other judicial officer assigned to this case;

d. Pers ons or entities with claims for personal injury, wrongful death

and/or emotional distress;

e. A ll p e rsons or entities that properly execute and timely file a request for

exclusion from the Class;

f. A ny a t torneys representing the Plaintiff or the Class; and

g. All governmental entities.

72. Nume rosi — Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 a 1 . The Class is comprised of over 100 people

and possibly hundreds of thousands of individuals who were HSBC customers throughout the

State of Illinois who are geographically dispersed such that the joinder in one action would be

impracticable. The exact number or identification of the Class members is presently unknown.

The identity of the Class members is ascertainable from Defendants' books and records. In

addition to rolls maintained by the Defendants and its agents, the Class members may be located

and informed of the pendency of this action by a combination of electronic bulletins, e-mail,

direct mail and public notice, or other means. The disposition of the claims of the proposed class

members through this class action will benefit both the parties and the Court.

15



73. Predominance of Common uestions — Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 a 2 23 b 3 . There

is a well-defined community of interest in the questions of law and fact involved affecting

members of the Class. The questions of law and fact common to the Class predominate over

questions affecting only individual Class members, and include, but are not limited to, the

following:

a. W het her HSBC's sales, billing, and marketing scheme as alleged in this

Complaint is fraudulent, deceptive, unlawful, and/or unfair in violation of

Illinois law;

b. Whet her HSBC's common and uniform sales, billing, and marketing

schemes related to Payment Protection insurance as alleged in th is
Complaint constitutes a deceptive trade practice as under Illinois law;

c. W het her Plaintiff and the Class members are entitled to restitution of all

amounts acquired by HSBC's through its common and uniform scheme;

d. W het her Plaintiff and the Class members are entitled to injunctive relief

requiring the disgorgement of all wrongfully collected fees by HSBC;

Whether Plaintiff and the Class members are entitled to prospective

injunctive relief enjoining HSBC from continuing to engage in the

fraudulent, deceitful, unlawful, and unfair common scheme as alleged in

this Complaint; and

Whether Plaintiff and the C lass members are entitled to r ecover
compensatory and punitive damages as a result of HSBC's wrongful

scheme.

74. T icali — Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 a 3 . P la intiffs assert claims that are typical of

the entire Class, having all been targeted by HSBC as consumers who were improperly assessed

charges for Payment Protection, and having paid for this product. P laintiff and the Class

members have similarly suffered harm arising from HSBC's violations of the law as alleged in

this Complaint.

75. Ade u a c — Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 a 4 23 1 . P laint i f f i s a n a dequate

representative of the Class because he fits within the class definition and their interests do not

16



conflict with the interests of the members of the Class they seeks to represent. Plaintiff is

passionate about this litigation personally and wil l prosecute this action vigorously for the

benefit of the entire Class. Plaintiff is represented by experienced and able attorneys from

coordinated law firms that will collectively and jointly serve as class counsel. Class counsel has

litigated numerous class actions, and Plaintiffs counsel intends to prosecute this action

vigorously for the benefit of the entire Class. P laintiff and class counsel can fairly and

adequately protect the interests of all of the members of the Class.

76. Su er i o r i — Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 b 3 . T h e c lass action is the best available

method for the efficient adjudication of this l itigation because individual litigation of Class

members' claims would be impracticable and individual litigation would be unduly burdensome

to the courts. Plaintiff and members of the Class have suffered irreparable harm as a result of

HSBC's fraudulent, deceitful, unlawful, and unfair conduct. B ecause of the size of the

individual Class members' claims, no Class members could afford to seek legal redress for the

wrongs identified in this Complaint. Without the class action vehicle, the Class would have no

reasonable remedy and would continue to suffer losses, as HSBC continues to engage in the

unlawful, unfair, and unconscionable conduct that is the subject of this Complaint, and HSBC

would be permitted to retain the proceeds of their violations of law. Further, individual litigation

has the potential to result in inconsistent or contradictory judgments. A class action in this case

presents fewer management problems and provides the benefits of s ingle adjudication,

economies of scale, and comprehensive supervision by a single court.

COUNT I — ILLINOIS CONSUMER FRAUD ACT VIOLATIONS

77. Pla int iff restates and re-alleges the preceding paragraphs of the Complaint as

though set out here.
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78. HSBC's Payment Protection policies and practices which Defendants

intended to and did implement in the course of their trade and commerce of solicit ing,

selling or slamming Payment Protection to Samuels and the Class are deceptive

substantively and procedurally unconscionable and therefore in violation of the Illinois

Consumer Fraud Act, in the following material respects, among others:

HSBC does not provide the terms and conditions of Payment Protection to

subscribers until after they have enrolled in the plan;

The written documents that HSBC does eventually provide to subscribers,

referred to by HSBC does not provide subscribers with sufficient information to
understand the terms and conditions of Payment Protection;

The documents are contracts of adhesion in that they are standardized forms,

imposed and drafted by HSBC, which is a party of vastly superior bargaining

strength, and only relegates to the subscriber the opportunity to adhere to them or
reject the agreement in its entirety;

The documents provided to customers are ineffective, ambiguous, deceptive,

unfair, and misleading in that they do not unambiguously state that certain

customers are per se ineligible to receive benefits, even though HSBC had the
information and means of determining eligibility prior to enrolling these customers

in Payment Protection;

HSBC does not alert customers that certain individuals are per se ineligible for

Payment Protection benefits, including but not limited to retired, unemployed,

persons employed on a part-time or seasonal basis and those that are disabled.

The amount charged in fees for Payment Protection is not rationally related

to the amount of value Payment Protection provides to subscribers, nor is the

value of Payment Protection computable or discernable by subscribers;

HSBC charges exorbitant fees for Payment Protection, much more than the value

of the benefits offered or paid out to subscribers, and is able to do so because

HSBC does not identify Payment Protection as an insurance product, which

would require it to provide fees and claims-paid data to state authorities for
review and regulation;

The formula HSBC uses to compute Payment Protection fees is misleading such

that subscribers are unable to budget for this product or understand its overall
cost in order to determine its value to subscribers.

18



i. HSBC did not obtain affirmative consent from subscribers prior to enrolling them

in Payment Protection;

79. Considering the great business acumen and experience of HSBC in relation to

Plaintiff and the Class, the great disparity in the parties' relative bargaining power, the

inconspicuousness and incomprehensibility of the contract language at issue, the oppressiveness

of the terms, the commercial unreasonableness of the contract terms, the purpose and effect of

the terms, the allocation of the risks between the parties, and similar public policy concerns,

these provisions are unconscionable and, therefore, unenforceable as a matter of law.

80. The imposition of Payment Protection fees which excessively exceed the amount of

claims-paid by a rate higher than any insurance product would be permitted to charge for

premiums is itself unconscionable. Such fees are not reasonably related to HSBC's costs of

administering the plan and providing the benefits offered.

81. P l a intif f and the C lass have sustained damages as a r esult o f H S BC's

unconscionable policies and practices as alleged herein.

COUNT II — DECLARATORY RELIEF

82. P l a int iff restates and re-alleges the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as

though fully set out here.

83. Pl a i n t i f f and the C lass seek a D eclaratory Judgment f inding that the

conduct of HSBC is in violation of the Il l inois Consumer Fraud Act, and enjoining it from

continuing in such conduct.

COUNT III — IN JUNCTIVE RELIEF

PAYMENT PROTECTION RESTITUTION

84. P l a intiff restates and re-alleges the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as

though set out here word for word.

85. P l a intiff and the Class ask the Court to grant the remedy of restitution to
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themselves and to al l members of the Class who made payments to HSBC for Payment

Protection. Plaintiff and the Class ask the Court to grant the following relief:

a refund of all Payment Protection payments made to HSBC;

a refund to any consumers who were retired at the time they were sold

Payment Protection by HSBC or at any t ime they paid for Payment

Protection;

a refund to any consumers who were ineligible for benefits, or who faced

additional restrictions to receive benefits as a result of t heir health or

employment status, at the time they were sold Payment Protection by

HSBC or at any time they paid for Payment Protection;

a refund to consumers who were otherwise not eligible for Payment

Protection benefits at any time they paid for Payment Protection; and/or

e. a refund of all amounts HSBC assessed for Payment Protection that were

in excess of sums which would have been permissible had HSBC correctly

identified the service as insurance.

86. P l a intiff and the Class seek injunctive relief enjoining HSBC from continuing to

engage in the fraudulent, deceitful, unlawful, and unfair common scheme described in this

Complaint.

COUNT IV — UN JUST ENRICHMENT

87. Pla i n t i ffs restate and re-allege the preceding paragraphs of this Complaint as

though set out here word for word.

88. In s e eking to sell credit cards to Plaintiff and the Class, HSBC withheld material

terms from consumers prior to activation of Payment Protection charges, including the express

benefits, limitations, restrictions, and exclusions associated with the product.

89. HSB C w a s unjustly enriched by charging Plaintiff and the Class sums for

Payment Protection coverage that were in excess of amounts which would have been permissible

had HSBC properly identified the service as insurance.
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90. HSBC was unjustly enriched by the practice of signing people up for Payment

Protection that never agreed to be plan members.

91. HSBC was unjustly enriched by the practice of withholding material terms of

Payment Protection until after the product was charged to consumers' credit cards.

92. H SBC was unjustly enriched by their business practice of making i t s o

impermissibly difficult for consumers to actually receive coverage under Payment Protection that

the service was virtually worthless. Such unconscionable acts include, but are not limited to:

Denying claims over the phone without written explanation;

b. Deny ing claims without sufficient investigation;

c. Requ i r ing claimants to submit excessive and duplicate documentation,

and/or;

d. Esta b l ishing a telephone number that does not allow for claimants to speak

to a live person, a person in a timely manner, or a person that is properly

trained to handle Payment Protection claims, order for the subscriber to

successfully file a claim.

e. slamming members of the Class as described in paragraph 4 above and

Exhibit 1 attach and retaining the amounts charged and received.

93. HSBC was unjustly enriched by charging Plaintiff and the Class for i l lusory

benefits.

94. HSBC was unjustly enriched by charging Plaintiff and the Class who were retired,

self-employed, unemployed, disabled or otherwise not eligible to receive payments by the terms

of the Payment Protection plan.

95. As a result of HSBC's actions which constitute unjust enrichment, Plaintiff and

the Class suffered actual damages for which HSBC is liable. HSBC's liability for those damages

should be measured by the extent of its unjust enrichment.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that:

A. the C ourt determines that this action may be maintained as a class action

under Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civi l Procedure and that Plaintiff is proper class

representatives and the best practicable notice of this action is to be provided to members of the

Class represented by the Plaintiffs;

B. Tha t j udgment be entered against HSBC and in favor of Plaintiff and the

Class on the claims in this Complaint, for injunctive relief as requested above, and for actual,

compensatory, punitive, and treble damages in an amount to be determined at trial;

C. Tha t j udgment be entered imposing interest on damages, litigation costs,

and attorneys' fees against HSBC;

D. For a l l o ther and further relief as this Court may deem necessary and

appropriate.

Dated: January 25, 2011

Marvin A. Miller
Lori A. Fanning

MILLER LAW LLC

115 S. LaSalle Street

Suite 2910
Chicago, IL 60603

(312) 332-3400
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Ruben Honik, Esquire

Richard M. Golomb, Esquire

Kenneth J. Grunfeld, Esquire

1515 Market Street, Suite 1100
Philadelphia, PA 19102

(215) 985-9177

Curtis L. Bowman, Esq.

Marcus N. Bozeman, Esq.

Randall K. Pulliam, Esq.
11311 Arcade Drive, Suite 200

Little Rock, Arkansas 72212

CARNEY WILLIAMS BATES

BOZEMAN & PULLIAM, PLLC

TEL: (501) 312-8500
Fax: (501) 312-8505

Wendy R. Fleishman

Rachel Geman
LIEFF, CABRASER, HEIMANN & BERNSTEIN,

LLP

250 Hudson St, 8th Floor

New York, NY 10013-1413

Telephone: (212) 355-9500
Facsimile: (212) 355-9592

Michael W. Sobol

Allison S. Elgart

LIEFF, CABRASER, HEIMANN & BERNSTEIN,

LLP

275 Battery Street, 29th Floor

San Francisco, CA 94111-3339

Telephone: (415) 956-1000

Facsimile: (415) 956-1008
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JURY DEMAND

Pursuant to F.R.Civ.P. 38(b) Plaintiff demands a trial by jury.

Dated: January 25, 2011 Plaintiff,

:~(%l i . M CC

Marvin A. Miller

Lori A. Fanning

MILLER LAW LLC
115 S. LaSalle Street

Suite 2910

Chicago, IL 60603

(312) 332-3400
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D! STRICT COURT
STATE OF MINNESOTA

FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
COUNTY OF HENNEPIN

Case Type: Other Civil

(Consumer Protection)

State of Minnesota by its Attorney 6 al,
court Filo No. (; ' g 1+ iL

Lori Swanson,
27 CV

Plaintiff,

COMPLAINT

Discover Financial Services, Discover Ban'k,

and DFS Services, LLC;
Defendants.

Tlie State of Minnesota, by its Attorney General Lori Swanson, for its Complaint

against Defendants Discover Financial Services, Discover Bank, and DPS Services, LLC

(jointly '"Discover" ), alleges as follows:

INTRODUCTION

I One out of four households in America has a credit card issued by Discover,

one of the nation's largest credit card issuers. Discover earns nearly $300 million in annual

revenue from thc sale of several optional fee-based fioancial products, an mcrease ot over $80

million, or more than 37 percent„ from just two years ago. Discover markets these add-on

products as ways for consumers to protect themselves from fraudulent or unauthorized

charges or to enhance their financial security against such hazards or hardships like job loss or

sickness, identity theft, lost wa nets, or low credit scores. Yet, Discover often enrolls

consumers in these products based on highly deceptive and
misleadingtelemarketing calls,

charging some consumers without their meaningfulconsent or understanding that their credit
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card will be charged for these products. Discover is in a position to do this because, unlike a

typical telemarketer, it is the consumer's credit card. company and already has their credit card

number. The State of Minnesota by its Attorney General, Lori Swanson, brings this consumer

protection lawsuit against Discover to address its deceptive business practices,

PARTIES

2. Lori S w anson, the Attorney General of the State of Minnesota, is authorized

under Minn. Stat. Ch. 8 , i ncluding Minn. Stat. $) 8 .01, 8.31, and 832, and under

) 325F.70 (2008), and has common law authority, including parens patriae authority, to bring

this action on behalf of the State of Minnesota and its citizens to enforce Minnesota law.

3, Di sc over Financial Services is incorporated. in Delaware and its principal place

of business is at 2500 Lake Cook Rd., Riverwoods, Illinois 60015,
Discover Financial

Services is organized as a bank holding company and f
inancial holding. company. Discover

Financial Services wholly-owns Discover Bank and DFS Seizrices LLC. Discover Financial

Services' 2009 Annual Report indicates that it is involved in the marketing and sale of the fee

products discussed in this Complaint.

4. Di sc over Bank is a Delaware state-chartered bank and a leading credit card

issuer, Discover Bank's principal place of business is at 502 E. Market St., Greenwood, DE

199SO.

S. DFS S ervices, LLC is Discover Bank's service affiliate and, as such, provides

various services for Discover Bank such as marketing, application approval, transaction

approval, customer service, security, billing and the collection of delinquent accounts, DFS

Services, LLC's principal place of business is at 2500 Lake Cook Rd., Riverwoods, Illinois

60015.
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6. Di sc over Bank, DFS Services, LLC, and Discover I'inancial Services are

referred to jointly as "Defendants" or "Discover." Discover is one of the largest credit card

issuers in. the United States. Discover's 2009 Annual Report boasts that 1 in every 4

American households has a Discover credit card. There are reportedly 54.4 million Discover

credit cards in circulation in thc United States.

JUMSDICTION

7. Thi s C ourt has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to

Minn, Stat. g 484.01, 8.01, 8.31, 8.32, subd, 2(a), and 325F.70 (2008).

S. Thi s C o ur t has personal jurisdiction over D iscover Financial Services,

Discover Bark, and DFS Services, LLC because they do business in Minnesota and have

committed acts in Minnesota causing injury to Minnesota consumers.

VENUE

9. V enu e i n H ennepin County is proper under Mirn. Stat. $ 542.09 (2008)

because the cause of action arose, in part, in Hennepin County.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

I. Di sco ver Markets to Its Cardholders Optional Fee-Based Products, Such as Its
"Paymeut Protection Plan," 'Which Generate Substantial Revenue for Discover.

10. Di s c over sells at least four optional 6nancial products for a monthly fee.

Discover touts all four optional fee-based plans as ways for consumers to protect themselves

from &aud or unauthorized. charges or to increase their financial security These products are

c urrently c a l led t h e "Payment Protection P l an," "Identity Theft Protection," "Wallet

Protection," and "Credit Score Tracker" (the "Plans" ). Discover charges $0.89 for every $100

of outstanding balance on the cardhoMer's account each month for Payment Pr'otection;
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$12.99 a month for Identity Theft Protection; $2.99 a month for Wallet Protection; and $7.99

a month for Credit Score Tracker. Annualized, a consumer with a $5,000 credit card balance

each month would be charged $534 for, the Payrneut Protection Plan.
Identity Theft

Protectio~ costs ahnost $160 per year. Cardholders who are enrolled in these plans do not

receive a separate invoice for these monthly fees. Instead, Discover charges the fee directly to

the consumer's Discover credit card each month.

11. Dur i ng a recent two-year period, Discover enrolled tens of thousands of

Minnesotans and charged them millions of dollars for enrollment in the Plans.

12. I n i t s 2009 Annual Report, Discover reports income of over $295 million in

2009 for enrollment of its customers in optional fee-based products, up $45.3 million, or 1S

percent, from 2008. Similarly, Discover reports that its 2008 income &om the sale of optional

fee based products — $249 million — was up $35.2 million, or 16 percent, from 2007.

Discover says its increased income &om the sale of optional fee based products is "primarily

r'elated to an increase in the number of customers that purchased the products aud services,"

as well as higher account balances on which some of the fees are based.

13. The Payment Protection Plan purports to temporarily suspend the cardholder's

obligation to make regular montldy payments ontheir Discover card in the event of certain

qualifying events, The qualifying events include involuntary uneruplo~uent, disability,

hospitalization or nadiral disasters. If a cardholder maintains an outstanding balance on their

credit card, experiences a qualifying event and otherwise meets the requirements of the plan's

terms aud conditions, they may qualify for a temporary suspension of their
monthly payment

obligations.
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14. The Payment Protection Plan issimilar to credit insurance in the sense that it

purports to px'otect the borrower fi.om defaulting if an unanticipated event disrupts the

boxrower's source of income. But unlike credit insurance, Payment Protection does not

actually make monthly payments as they come due each month. Instead, P
ayment Protection

only suspends the borrower's obligation. to make monthly payments teinporarily.

15. Unl i ke credit insurance, Payment Protection plans are generally not regulated

by state insurance regulators. With credit insurance, state insurance regulators at least set

basic minimum texxns and conditions, and also are required to regulate premiums to insure

that costs are reasonable in relation to the benefits of the product. By contrast, payment

protection plans are generally unregulated as to terms, conditions, and. fees, making thc plans

highly profitable for Discover.

16. The se types of plans have been subject to criticism Qom consuxner advocates

on several fronts. For example, it may not be disclosed to consumers that under the terms and

conditions of t' he plan, the cardholder may not be permitted to use their credit card while they

have invoked the debt suspension benefits, even though the qualifying events that trigger the

debt suspension benefit — such as unemployment — may be when the cardholder needs their

credit card the most. Under Discover's Payment P
i'otection Plan, a cardholder cannot use the

card when monthly payments ax'e suspended due to a hardship,

17. Cr it i cs also point out that debt suspension agreements are sometimes marketed

to elderly consuxners, for whom the benefits may be of little or no value The main benefit of

such plans is that they suspend payment obligations when the borrower's income stream is

lost due to unemployxnent, disability oi natural disaster But for those on a fixed income, any
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such "protection" may be illusory because the "qualifying events" will not disrupt the income

. stream coming Rom a 6xed income.

18. W hi l e Discover enrolls many morc Minnesotans in its Payment Protection Plan

than the other plans, Discover also deceptively enrolls Minnesotans in the Credit Score

Tracker, Identity Theft Protection and Wallet Protection plans. With Discover's Credit Score

Txackex, the cardholder is given a copy of their Experian credit report.
(Experian is one of the

three major credit reporting agencies.) In addition, enroilees are given access to tools that

allow them to track their credit score on a daily basis and to receive e-mail alerts if there are

changes to their credit score. A main selling point Discover uses to
market this plan is the

Experian credit report consumers receive. Discover charges enrollees an additional $19.99 (in

addition to the monthly fee) if they want credit reports from the other major credit reporting

agencies. Experian and the two other major credit reporting agencies„however, are required

by federal law to provide consumers one free credit report each year. Discover's Identity

Theft Protection plan purports to monitor the enrollee's credit score for indicia of identity

theft and will alert the enrollee if something suspicious happens to their credit score. Under

Discover's Wallet Protection plan, if the cnrollec's wallet is lost or stolen, Discover will

contact the issuers of the enrollee's credit
cards to cancel the card.

II . Disc over Enrolls Cardholders in the Plans Vh'thout Their Meaningful, I&ovring
Authorization.

A. Dis cover's Telemarketers Routinely Take Advantage of Cardholders.

19. A s n o ted above, Discover's optional fee based plans are a major revenue

stream for Discover. Discover aggressively and deceptively markets the plans to consumers.
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20. Discover enrolls far more cardholders through t
elemarketingthan tin'os~ the

mail or online, the latter two of which require an affirmative act by the consumer to enroll,

such as initialing their monthly statement in the designated place, authorizing
enrollment„and.

mailing it back to Discover.

21. M os t o f Discover's cardholders arc enrolled in the plans through Discover's

aggressive and. deceptive telemarketing efforts and card activation calls. Some of these calls

are made internally by Discover, and others are made by telemarketing 6rms that Discover

hires.

22. In a d d i t ion to Discover's financial motive to enro11 as many Minnesotans as

possible into its highly lucrative fee-based products, individual Discover telemarketers are

incentivized to enroll as many cardholders as possible, either because their compensation is

corrnnission-based or because their performance is otherwise compensated on the
number of

cardholders they enroll,

Discover's Telemarketers Lull CardhoMers into Believing They
Are Not Receiving a Sales Call.

23. The deception in the telemarketing calls starts &om the very beginning of the

call. Discover's telemarketing scripts attempt to lull the cardholder into believing they are

receiving a courtesy call 5om Discover rather than a sales call. For example, Discover's

"Master Script" for Wallet Protection in.structs the telemarketer, after introducing themselves

as "(First Name) with Discover Card,"' to state:

I would like to thank you for being a valued Cardrnember with us since
I wanted to remind you that you have earned approximately

ln

Cashback Bonus on your Discover Card.. Don't forget you can
redeem your

rewards for. . .
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The script goes on to hst various ways that Cashback bonus points toay be redeemed, and then

requires tlM telemarketex to ask thc cardholder i f they have questions regarding their

Cashback bonus. Similarly, Discover telemarketers are instructed to tell family members who

answer the phone that it is just a "courtesy call," Neither customer loyalty nor the Cashback

plan, however, have anything to do with why the telcmarketer is really calling, which is to sell

a fee-product.

Discover's Telemarketers Deceive Some Cardholders into Giving
an Affirmative Response, Regardless of Whether or Not the

Cardholder Understands They are Authorizing Enrollment.

24. The purpose of Discover's telemarketing calls is to enroll the cardholder in one

of its fee-based plans. Its telemarketing scripts, however, continue to hide the ball Having

lulled the cardholder into believing the call is in regard to some benefit the cardholder could

enjoy under the Cashback plan, the script continues as if it is describing another featru e of the

Discover card that the cardholder enjoys. For instance, the script for the Wallet Protection

Plan says:

In ad,dition to your rewards, we also have a valuable service that many of our

Cardmembers are taking advantage of called. Wallet Protection. In the event

your wallet is ever lost or stolen, you make just one call and we will contact all
your card issuers to cancel your cards and request replacements for you. In
addition we will monitor your credit for o

o days and alert you of key changes

that could indicate potential Baud. As an added bonus, we will wire you up to

$1,000 iv, Emergency Cash. . . .

25. A f t e r g iving the impression that Wallet Protection is a regular feature of the

card just like the Cashback plati, the telemarketer theo is supposed to read a "disclosure" to

the cardholder. If the telemarketer can elicit some aff
irmative response from the cardholder„

such as "ok" or "yes" after the "disclosure," the telemarketer treats the affirinative response as

the cardholder's agreement to enroll in the p lan, regardless of whether the consumer
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understands that they are supposedly agreeing to purchase a product and that their credit card

will be charged

26. Di s c over's telemarketers employ an array of deceptive tactics to elicit an

affirmative response Rom the cardholder without the cardholder actually understanding that

they are supposedly agreeing to purchase an optional product for a monthly fee, thereby

tricking some consumers into ui~ ow ingly signing up for thc plans. One common tactic is

for the telemarketer to butcher or alter the text of the "disclosure" in an effort to make the

"disclosure" sound l ike incomprcherisible legalese and to hide the fact that a sale is

supposedly taking place. In a traditional telemarketing call, the consumer must read their

credit card number to the telemarketer in order to purchase a product. Here the telemarketer

is the credit card company. As a result, Discover can post charges on a consumers' account

even when, there has been no clear and knowing consent given by the consumer.

27. So me of Discover's telemarketers read the script so quickly that cardholders

cannot und.erstand the text or do not understand they are allegedly being sold a product. The

telemarketer then says to the cardholder "Ok, Ms. Smith?" as if the telemarketer is wrapping

up the call. Some cardholders reflexively respond "Ok," not to indicate their consent to

purchase a product but to end t' he phone call, which they still believe is a courtesy call

regarding the benefits of the Discover card.
Discover later relies on this affirmative

response" as "proof" that the cardholder knowingly agreed to purchase the plan.

28. A no t her common tactic is for the telcrnarkcter to use intonation and timing to

distort the disclosure. Some telemarketers, while speed-reading the disclosure in a monotone,

intentionally run sentences together without pausing for periods, and then pause where there

is no period. Another tactic is to speed-read, slur, or skip altogether the substantive terms
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such as the word "'enrollment" or price terms but then slow down and emphasize the portions

o f the script that do not suggest a sale is supposedly taking place, such as the customer service

phone number for questions about the plan. T hese tactics are designed to further the

impression that the cardholder is receiving a courtesy call &om Discover simply to describe

some of tlie benefits o f being a Discover cardholder.

29 Som e telcmarketers take advantage o f tlus confusion by acting as if they regret

having to read legal mumbo-jumbo to the cardholder, but that it is required for some unknown

legal reason. This tactic has the same goa] as the other deceptive tactics — to obscure the fact

that a sale is being attempted by the telcmarketer,

30, The re are many ways Discover
*s telemarketers read the scripts misleadingly,

In. some instances, thc telemarketer success6illy reads the "disclosure" in such a mariner that

the cardhoMer has no idea what the text meant. These cardholders may say "Ok" or "yes" at

the conclusion of the call, but no reasonable person listening to the recordings of these calls

would conclude the cardholder was giving their knowing, meaningful assent to be charged a

monthly fee for enrollment in the plan.

'oiscover's Telemarketers Sometimes Enroll Cardholders Who Do

Not Give aa Affirmative Response.

31. In a ddit ion to deceptively inducing cardholders to say "yes" or "ok" during the

call, Discover enrolls some cardholders who did not give an affirmative response. On some

of the recordings (which Discover refers to as "proof of enrollment" or "POE"), the recording

does not include an aff i rmative response &orn the cardholder. I n stead, thc recording ends

I

without any af6rmative indication &om the cardholder.
Moreover, as discussed iurther

below, in some instances Discover simply has no recor'ding at all for enrolled cardholders

10
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iv. Dis cover's Telemarlceters Enroll Some Cardholders Who Plainly
Do Not Agree to be Charged for the Plan.

32. So m etirrtes the telemarketer's deceptive tactics fail and the cardholder tells the

telemarketer he or she is not interested. Undeterred, Discover's telemarketers sometimes

assure these cardholdcrs that Discover is simply going to send the cardholder a "packet of

information" about the plan, %hen these skeptical cardholders state that it is "ok" for

Discover to send them information to look over about the plan, the telemarketer treats this

affirmative response as the cardholder's authorization for paid enrollment, even though the

consumers do not believe they have agreed to purchase anything.

33. W he n cardholders later contact Discover to complain that they have been

enrolled without their authorization, Discover purports to review the partial recordings of their

conversations with the telemarketers. Discover sometimes concludes that the cardholder gave

their authorization, even when the cardholder never actually states that he or she agrees to be

enrolled in the paid plan. Discover routinely refuses to reimburse cardholders thc amounts

that have been billed to their Discover card for the plan, even when car'dholders are adamant

that they only gave approval to have information about the plan sent to them, not for

enrollment.

34. The re is a packet of information for each of the plans that Discover sends to

some cardholders after Discover etuolls them in the plan,.
Discover's internal audits,

however, have revealed that that the number of enxollees in the plans is not consistent with the

number o f packets sent to cardholders.

35, Car dholders who receive the packet
sometimes disregard it because many

cardholders do not know Discover has enrolled them. They
may assume that the packet is just

11
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another piece of junk mail &om a credit card company. Those cardholders that toM the

telemarketer they could send information about the plan may recognize what the packet

relates to, but assume they must take further steps before they are enrolled in the plan. If the

cardholder is not interested in the plan butsimplyagreed to receive information about the plan

to end the call with the telemarketer, they may simply throw out the packet.

36. In s hoto', Minnesota consumers are routinely enrolled in Discover's plans

without their knowing authorizationthrough the use of deceptive telemarketing calls.

B. Dis c over Deceptively Enrolls Minnesota Consumers During the Card
Activation Process.

37. In a ddit ion to its deceptive outbound telemarketing practices, Discover enrolls

some Minnesota cardhoMers in the plans without their knowledge during the card activation

process. When a new Discover cardholder receives their credit card in the ra
ai, the card has

not been activated. Instead, the cardholder must call Discover idi
om their home phone number

to activate their card D iscover may also issue new cards to existing cardholders which the

cardholder must call to activate.

38. Di s c over routinely transfers these new card holders to a live operator. At some

point during th.ese activation calls, the Discover representative turns on a recording device and

says to the consumer "I need to record your enrollment." The representative then reads to the

cardholder one of the "disclosures" like those discussed above. Some Minnesota cardholders

that have been enrolled in one of these plans through this process have no idea that they are

enrolled in one of Discover's plans.

39. Car dholders who are calling to activate a credit card are particularly

susceptible to believing that the "disclosure" is some legal text that must be read to the

12
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cardholder„rather than an alleged contractual agreement to purchase an optional paid product

Given all the disclosures and Gee print that cons~vers receive when they open a new credit

card account, reading the disclosure to cardholders iu. the card activation context can mislead

cardholders about the purpose of the disclosure. Accordingly,
many Minnesota cardholders

who receive the disclosure during the card activation process and reply "ok" have no idea that

they have supposedly purchased some optional product.

IH. Disc o ver Refuses to Refimd Some Minnesota Consumers Who Were Unfairly

Enrolled in Its Plans %ithout their Understanding.

A. M inn esotaas Call to Cancel in High Numbers, Further Demonstrating
Fraudulent Enrollment.

40, The deceit in the enrollment process for Discover's optional paid products is so

widespread that Discover has developed a series of standard procedures to process the high

volume of complaints. Discover's policy is that any cardholder who calls and complains that

they were enrolled without their authorization, within 30 days of being enrolled gets their

money back" — no questions asked, no recording reviewed., no apparent effort made to

determine how the cardholder was enrolled without their authorization.

41, Di s c over"s policy is very different with respect to cardholders who contact

Discover and complain that they were enrolled without their authorization more than 30 days

after being enrolled. Discover will cancel these cardholders' enrollment going forward but

often will not refund the caxdhoMer for amounts they have already paid for enrollment. Many

cardholders simply cancel their e nrollment at t h i s po int, but g ive up o n
seeking

reimbursement for amounts they have already been charged.

42. 5 ome onrdholders, howev~, ~ecrappy ~th Discover's refusal to reimburse

them for the unauthorized charges and insist that Discover provide a foll refund for all the

13
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past charges. For these cardholders, Discover purports to open an "investigation" into the

cardholder's allegation of unauthorized enrollment
As set forth in greater detail below,

Discover's investigations routinely 6nd that the cardholder authorized their enrollment, even

when Discover does not have a partial recording of a telemarketing call with a cardholder or

when the recording does not demonstrate the consumer's knowing consent for their credit

card to be charged.

Discover Routinely Refuses to Refund Minnesota Consumers %ho Do Not
Call to Cancel Vhthin Thirty Days of Being Charged, Often Making
Additional Misrepresentations Regarding Consumers' Purposed

Authorized Enrollment.

43. M an y cardholders have no idea they are enrolled in a plan and. do not notice or

appreciate the meaning of the l ine-item charge for the plan that Discover bills to their

Discover account each month. S ome cardhoMers pay this inconspicuous charge month after

month for many months before they become aware of the purpose of the charge.

44, The r e are many reasons why a cardholder may not understand that Discover

enrolled them in one of the plans even though the charge appears on their credit card

statement. For one, the charge appears among the other purchases on the cardholder's

monthly statements. 1Vlany cardholdcrs rely on the integrity of Discover's monthly statements

as setting forth legitimate charges thc cardholder authorized.

45. Oth e r cardholders may notmake new purchases with their Discover card but

instead are just paying down an existing balance, such as cardholders who took advantage of a

balance transfer offer or who are financing one big expense on the account. Many such

cardholders pay only the minimum amount due each month, or some other pre-d
etermined

amount, and do not review tbeir statements for new unauthorized charges. For these and other

14
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reasons, some cardhold.ers are billed month after month without knowing that Discover has

enrolled them in one of its plans.

46. Th i s is also true for cardholdcrs who make their monthly payments online, For

example,charges for Payment Protection are posted to a cardholder's account on the last day

of each sTatement period, and that statement is then archived on the website. If a. cardholder

goes to Discover's website to review activity on their account, the website only displays

activity for the current billing period. Accordingly, a cardholder could
review the activity on

their Discover card account online several times a week, and could be charged month after

month for enrollment io Payment Protection without ever noticing the charge.

47. In a d d i t ion to the obvious unfairness of erjrolling cardholders without their

valid authorization, Discover reaps an extra windfall because these enrollees will never

invoke the supposed bene6ts of the plans for which they were charged.

Discover Routinely Tells Cardholdcrs They Authorized Their

Enrollment, Even Though Discover Knows There are Widespread
Problems With Misleading Enrollments of Consumers,

48. N ot w i thstanding indications of widespread problems and deception in the

enrollment process, Discover often deceptively tells cornplaUung cardholders that they must

have given their authorization or they would not have been enrolled.

1L Discover Routinely Claims That i t s P a r t ial R ecordings
of

Telemarketing Calls Demonstrate Authorization When They Do
Not.

49. Whe n D i scover opens an "investigation" into a cardholder's allegation of

unauthorized enrollment, sometimes Discover will search its records to see if it possesses a

partial recording of a telemarketing call for that cardholder. But Discover also routinely

resolves disputes regarding whether the cardhoMer gave their authorization for enrollment on
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factors other than the existencc or quality of the recording. Instead, Discover often resolves

such disputes in its own favor based on factors such as the 1ength of time the cardholder has

been enrolled, regardless of any recording.

50, In o ther cases, Discover does review the partial recording of the telemarketing

call as part of its " investigation." I n some cases, Discover partially or fully reimburses

cardholders after reviewing the recording and determining that their enxollment was not valid.

In other cases, Discover often concludes that its cardholder gave their authorization even

when the recording demonstrates the deceptive "gotcha" tactics of the telemarketers,

described above.

iii. Dis cover Tells Cardholders They Authorized Enrolhnent Even
When Discover Does Not Have a Recordbrg of a Telemarketing

Call for fhat Cardholder.

Sl, For some enrolled cardholders, Discover was unable to produce any recording

at all of the cardholder's supposed authorization in response to the Minnesota Attorney

General's Civil Investigative Demand. The Civil Investigative Demand requested. all the

recordings for Minnesota cardhoM.er's enrolled on a nuxnber of specific days. It also asked for

a list of Minnesotans enrolled in the plans, indicating the day on which they were enrolled.

I'or 14'r o of the cardholders enrolled on the specific days requested, Discover did not produce

any recordings or other evidence of authorization,

52. The C i v i l Investigative Demand also requested recordings for all Minnesota

cardholders who disputed their enrollment over a two-year period, Discover did not produce

recordings for 38% of those cardholdcrs. When Discover opens an investigation into a

cardholder's allegation of unauthorized enrollment, it often carmot find any recording of the
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telemarketing call showing the cardholder supposedly gave their consent. While Discover

sometimes reimburses the cardholder in this circumstance, often times it docs not.

53. Dis putes about enrollment in Discover's Plans are so corrnnon that Discover

has a number of template form letters to QII-in and send to consumers who complain. In some

cases when Discover has no recording, it has nevertheless sent letters to cardholders stating

tlat Discover has reviewed the recording of the cardholder giving their authorization for

enrollment. In other cases where Discover cannot Gnd the recording, Discover sends a letter

to the cardholder stating that since the cardholder paid the fees, the enrollrncnt is valid. These

latter letters do not disclose that Discover does not have any recording of thc cardholder's

enrollment.

iv, Dis cover Conceals Recordings that 9 em onstrate the

Telcmarketer's Deceptive Tactics.

54. A s s e t forth above, some of Discover's partially recorded telemarketing calls

demonstrate Discover's deceptive enrollment tactics. P
resumably for this reason, in some

cases, Discover refuses to provide cardholders with a copy of the recording as to play the

recording for them. Instead., Discover tells cardholders that the recording is "proprietary,"

even though there is no legitimate business interest thai is protected by hiding the recording
of

a cardholder's alleged authorization 6om the cardholder who is on the recording D iscover

takes the "Catch 22" position with these cardholders that: 1
) we have a recording that

demonstrates your authorization; but 2 ) we refuse to let you hear it. D iscover's policy of

refusing to provide a copy of these recordin s 6~ e r conceals Discover's wrongdoing.

17
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IV. E xa m ples of Mianesotans %ho Were Unaware Their Credit Card %ould
be Charged for Optional Discover Fee Products.

55, The f o oowing non-exclusive stories are examples of constnners who are

enrolled in Discover's products without their meaningful consent:

D.E., who is 55 years old„ lives in rural Minnesota, and is employed by the United

States Postal Service, received a telemarketing call f
rom Discover. At the time, D.E. was

financing two large expenses on his Discover card, but did not use the card for day-to-day

purchases. Accordingly, he paid the monthly amount due online each month but did. not

check for new purchases on the account because he knew he was not making new purchases.

Many months later, while reviewing one of his statements, he found that he was being

charged for something called the Payment Protection Plan, In total, D.E, was charged over

5900 for enrollment in the Payment Protection Plan. The recording of D.E.'s telemarketing

call, produced by Discover during the State's investigation, reveals that D.E. never gave his

authorization for enrollrncnt in the product but was simply read an incomprehensible aud

meaningless "disclosure" by thc telernarketer, after which, the telemarketer hung-up D .E.

was not reimbursed by Discover.

b, B.S.

B.S. resides in Cottage Grove, Minnesota and is an executive with a Minnesota

company. B.S, has been a Discover cardholder since 2009. In October 2009, a telemarketer

called B.S. and toM birn that Discover wanted to mail B,S, some materials regarding the

company's Payment Protection plan for B.S. to review B.S was not interested in the plan but

let thc telemarketer continue with the sales call. The telemarketer claimed that he had to read
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a disclosure detailing the plan's benefits and spoke. so fast that B.S. was not sure of everything

beirig said. %hen the telemarketer 6nished his speed-reading and asked if everything was

okay„B,S. asked the tclemarketer to ensure that he was not being enrolled in the plan The

telemarketer tlien misled B.S. into believing that he was not automatically enrolled in the

plan — that Discover simply wanted to send out some information for B.S. to review to make

iris final decision. 8 S. later noticed an unauthorized charge on his monthly Discover

statement and called Discover about the charge. B.S. was surprised to f
ind out that he was in

fact enrolled in the Payment Protection Plan.

c. D .O.

D.O. is a retired Transit Operator for thc Duluth Transit Authority, He noticed a

charge of $40.45 for "Payment Protection." D.O. called Discover because he did not know

what this charge was for and thought it might be a fraudulent charge. Discover's customer

service representative told him that the charge was for enrol)ment in the Payment Protection

Plan and that he had been charged for tins plan in previous months. The representative

explained to him that Payment Protection is a plan of'fered by Discover where if he lost his job

or became disabled, he would not have to make monthly payments on his Discover card

D,O. explained to the representative that he is retired and therefore would not have any use

for this plan. The representative toM him he could cancel his enrollment but that since D.O.

had authorized enrollment in the Plan, he could not refund any of charges. D.O, 61ed a

complaint with the Minnesota Attorney General's Of6ce. After thc Attorney General's Office

mediated D.O 's dispute with Discover, Discover agreed to reiinburse D.O. for the charges

but never disclosed to D,O. that they did not have a recording of his authorization for

enrollment. The Minnesota Attorney General's Office later sent a letter to Discover
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demartding to receive a copy of'D.O.'s alleged recording and. further asked for the recording

as a part of its investigation, but, to date, Discover has failed to produce any recording for

D.O. D.O. has since closed his Discover account because he does not trust their business

pract ices.

d. K R.

K.R. is an attorney in St. Paul and a Discover credit card holder
K.R, received a

telemarketing call from a Discover representative. The salesperson
attemptedto sell IZ.R. the

Payment Protection Plan. Approximately one week later, K.R. received a letter &oro

Discover congratulating her on her enrollment in Payment Protection. Shc was also charged

$38.l3 on her next Discover card statement for the product. K.R. wrote a letter to Discover,

copied the Minnesota Attorney General's Office, stating there was fraud occurring in the way

cardholders were being enrolled in the Payment Protection P]an. Discover wrote K R. back,

copying the Minnesota Attorney General's Of6ce, stating that Discover had "personally

audited the taped telephone conversation between you and the telemarketing representative"

and had "confirmed your enrollment in the service was valid,"' In fact, the only recording that

Discover has produced to the State that supposedly shows K..R.'s authorization does not

demonstrate K.R,'s consent. to be enrolled. Not only is the reading of the script by the

telemarketer completely incomprehensible, there is no affirmative response of any kind by

K.R. demonstrating authorization for enrollment. Wlule Discover eventually agreed to refund

K.R. the $38,13 charge, it maintained until the end that her recording constituted valid

authorization.
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e. I' .8 ,

P.B. resides in St. Cloud, Minnesota and is 59 years old. P.B, currently works at a

Veterans Adrnmistration Medical Center. In May 2009, P.B. called Discover to activate her

credit card. After activating the card, the Discover representative P,B. spoke with tried selling

P.B on the company's Wallet Protection plan. P.B. was not interested in. the plan and clearly

remembers telling the telemarketer, "No, I don't want that." The telernarketer said "okay,"

but then asked P.B, if Discover could send her something in the mail regarding the Wallet

Protection plan. The telemarketer lead P.B. to believe that Discover was simply going to send

her a packet of infoonation about the plan so that P.B. could n»ake an info>med decision on

whether or not to enroll in the plan. P.B. told the Discover representative that he could send

the packet of information, but she never gave her authorization to enroll in. the plan. P.B. later

learned that Discover enrolled her in the Wallet Protection plan during the phone call and

without her authorization. D iscover has not reimbursed P.B. for the charges for Wallet

Protection

f. J.A.

J.A, is a Discover cardholder and resides in Minneapolis, Minnesota with her husband

and children. Discover calls J.A. often with telephone solici tations for its fee products. J,A.

received one sucl» telemarketing call from Discover offering the Payment Protection plan.

J.A. was not interested in. the plan and told the telernarketer that she wanted to verify that she

was not being enrolled. Instead, she wanted to confirm that she mould have to fiG out

paperwork or take additional actions to enroll in the plan. The tele»narketer led J.A, to believe

that Discover mas simply going to send her a. packet of in. formation to review, and toM J.A,

that she could make her "final decision" after reviewing the material "in the privacy of Iherj
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own home." Sometime after the phone call, J.A. noticed a monthly fee of about $30 being

charged to her Discover card fox thc Payment Protection plan. J.A. was quite surp6sed, as she

had explicitly asked for assurance that shc was not being
automaticallyenrolled in the plan

dungthe phone call. lf J.A. had Mown the telemarketer was completing her enrollment, she

woukI have said "No thank you."

COUNT 1

PREVENTION OF CONSUMER FRAUD ACT

55. Pl a i n t iff re-alleges all prior paragraphs of tliis Complaint.

56. M in n . Stat. ( 325$.69, subdivision 1 (2008) provides:

The act, use, ox employment by any person of any fraud, false pretense, false

promise, misrepresentation, misleading statement or deceptive practice, with
the intent that others rely thereon in connection with the sale of any

merchandise, whether ox not any person has in fact been
misled, deceived, or

damaged thereby, is enjoinable as provided in section 32SF.70,

57. T h e term "merchandise" within the meaning of Minn. Stat. ( 325$.69 includes

services. See Minn. Stat. g 325'F.68, subd. 2 {2008
),

58. D ef endants' conduct described above constitutes multiple, separate violations

of Minn. Stat. $ 325F.69, subd.
'l. Defendants have engaged in deceptive and f

raudulent

practices, and have made false and xnisleading statements, with the intent that other rely

thereon in connection with the sale of Defendants' services.
By failing to disclose and.

omitting material facts, Defendants have further engaged in deceptive and fraudulent practices

in violation of the Consumer Fraud Act.

COUNT H

UNIFORM DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACT1CES ACT

59. P l a intiff re-alleges all priox paragraphs of this Complaint.

60. Min n . Stat, g 325D.44, subdivision 1 {2008) provides, in part:
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A person engages in a. deceptive trade pr'actice when„ in the cour'se of business,
vocation, or occupation, the person:

(5) represents that goods or services have.
..characteristics. ..[or]

benefits...that they do not have. . . ;

(7) represents that goods or services are of a particular standard,

quality„or grade. ..if they are of another,'

(9) advertises goods or services with intent not to sell them as

advertised,

(ll ) m akes false ormisleadingstatements of fact concerning the

reasons for, existence of, or amounts of price reductions;

(13) engages in any other conduct which similarly creates a

likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding.

61. Def endants' conduct described above constitutes multiple, separate violations

of' Minn. Stat. $ 325D 44, subd. l . Defendants have engaged in deceptive practices by

representing that services have characteristics and benefits that they do not have; representing

tl>at services are of a particular standard, quality, or grade when they are of another;

advertising services with intent not to sell them as advertised; making false or misleading

statements of fact concerning the reasons for, existence of, or amounts of price reductions;

and engaging in other conduct which similarly creates a likelihood of confusion or of

nusunderstanding. By failing to disclose and omitting m
aterial facts, Defendants have Rrther

engaged in deceptive and Qaudulent practices in violation of the Vniform Deceptive Trade

Practices Act.

COUNT m

UN JUST RNMCHMENT

59. Pl a i n t iff re-alleges all prior paragraphs of this Complaint.

60. By unk nowingly paying unauthorized or otherwise fraudulent charges to

Discover, as stated above, Minnesota cardholders conferred a benefit on Discover.
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61. Dis cover knowingly accepted such benef
it, to which it was not entitled

62. Discover's acceptance and retention of such b
enefit under these circumstances

would be unjust and inequitable.

63. A s a m a t ter of equity and Mixu~esota common law, Minnesota. cardholdcrs

should be made whole by application of the doctrine of unjust enrichment.

RELIEF

WHEREFORE, the State of Minnesota, by its Attorney General Lori Swanson,

respectfully asks ties Court to award judgment against Defendants as follows;

1. Decl a r ing that Defendants'
acts described in t h is Complaint constitute

multiple, separate violations of Minn. Stat. () 325F.69, subd. 1; and 325D.44, subd. 1; and

give rise to a claim for unjust enriclunent-,

2. Enj o i n ing D efendants and their employees, officers, directors, agents,

successors, assignees, affiliates, merged or acquired predecessors, parent or controlling

entities, subsidiaries, and all other persor
is acting in concert or participation with it, &om

engaging in deceptive practices, or mating false or misleading statements, in violation of

Minn. Stat. )$ 325P.69, subd. 1; and 3259.44, subd. 1;

Awarding judgment against Defendants for civil penalties pursuant to Minn,

Stat. )$ 8.31, subd.. 3, for each separate violation of Minn. Stat. $) 325F.69, subd, 1; and

325D 44, subd. 1;

4 A ward ing judgment against Defendants for restitution under the parens patriae

doctrine, the general equitable powers of this Court, Minn. Stat. ) 8.31, the doctrine of unjust

enrichment and any other authority, for all persons injured by Defendants' acts described in

this Coxnplaint;
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5, A w ard i n g the State its costs, includinl costs of i nvestigation and attorneys'

fees, as authorized by Mirox Stat. ) 8.31, subd. 3a; and

6. Gran t ing such Rrther relief as provided by law and/or as the Court d
eems

appropriate and just.
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